
STYA Spotlight 
Orange County Youth Bureau: Introducing Youth to New Experiences 

Each month, the ACT for Youth Center of Excellence spotlights the work of a STYA provider. Our 
thanks go to Tiffany Niles, who shared this month's ideas.  
  

Orange County Youth Bureau partners 
with its subcontractors, Maternal Infant 
Services Network, Planned Parenthood 
Mid-Hudson Valley, and Big Brothers Big 
Sisters, to provide coordinated quarterly 
trips for our youth from throughout the 
county for Component 1B. These trips 
are intended to stimulate 
academic/career-readiness, citizenship, 
recreational, and artistic skills and allow 
participants to explore new local venues 
and opportunities that they may not 
otherwise have been exposed to. 

Maximizing the number of youth that 
take advantage of these opportunities 
has been our main challenge. All youth enrolled within our STYA program for one year are encouraged 
to attend. Youth are provided transportation, lunch, and snacks at each trip. We have found that we 
are better able to engage the new youth by coordinating centralized pick up/drop off locations and 
incorporating additional personal outreach. We live in a technological world where mailings have 
become outdated -- parents access the information best via email or through a text. We have found 
that many youth relocate within the one-year period but email and text contact information often 
remains the same. We have also continued to invite STYA participants beyond a year if space is 
available. This helps to keep the youth engaged in the program and reunite them with the educators 
that they have previously built relationships with. 

In February, we introduced our youth to The Ramapo Challenger Center. Youth were given the 
opportunity to engage in an interactive, aeronautic, NASA-like experience. The simulator allowed the 
youth to engage their interests and build their skills. The youth were able to choose their position on 
the simulated spacecraft and take control. They worked both independently in their position and as a 
team to complete a safe and complex mission to the moon. The Challenger Center gave each youth a 
2016 wall calendar to take home containing scientific pictures and information each month. This trip 
was an educational experience for all the participants and one of our most successful yet. 

Previous trips have included: 

• October 2015 (Arts Industry Based): Youth saw The Potted Potter (a Harry Potter spin-off) live 
at the Sugarloaf Performing Arts Center in Orange County. 
  

• July 2015 (Recreation): Youth spent a day outdoors at Camp Ring Homestead. Activities 
included zip-lining, rock-wall climbing, and ropes courses. 


